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The first quarter of 2018 iswrapping up, and it's time to spring forward and look ahead to what
we could expect in the coming months. After a largemarket drop kicking off the month of
February,March hasbeen relatively calm for stocks so far. The biggest event of the month was
the Federal Reserve(Fed)meeting held on March 21-the first with new FedChair Powell at
the helm.

As anticipated by the markets, the Fedraised the fed funds rate by 0.25%(25 basispoints),
bringing its target interest rate to 1.50-1.75%. The Fedalso upgraded its outlook on economic
growth and kept its inflation projection unchanged.

Sowhat does this latest step forward mean for markets overall? Although sometimes markets
react negatively to rate hikes,these increasestend to signal the Fed'sconfidence in the U.S.
economy. The Fed'sdual mandate seeksto balancethe often-competing goalsof maximum
employment and low, stable inflation. With the economy growing above potential and job
growth steady, the Fed'sattention hasbeen increasingly focused on finding a rate hike path
that does not lead to any bubbles in markets or causethe economy to overheat.

One of the contributing factors to the market decline in early Februarywas the January
employment report, which showed a surprise uptick in wage growth. As a result, this increased
concerns regarding inflation and whether a faster path of rate hikeswas on the horizon. Since
then, fears of escalating inflationary pressuresmay have faded somewhat, although price
pressurescould continue to build in the coming months. LPLResearchcontinues to believe the
Fedwill need to seea sustained paceof higher inflation, and potentially a wage growth number
ashigh as4%annually, before becoming significantly more aggressive.

In addition to the Fedand inflation, there are a number of factors that could have meaningful
implications down the line, including:

Economicgrowth: Market participants generally expect the U.S.economy to get a boost from
the new tax law, which supports both consumer spending and businessspending.

Earnings:Corporate America produced the best earningsgrowth in several years during the
fourth quarter of 2017, while 2018 hasseenthe biggest upward revision to S&P500 Index
earnings to start a year sincethese data have been collected.
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Trade policy: LPLResearchbelieves trade policy is among the biggest risks facing stocks right
now. The recently announced tariffs may have limited immediate economic impact, but the big
concern isChina's intellectual property trade practices.

Although there may never be a dull moment when watching the markets and economy in this
day and age, the latest action by the Fedwas taken in stride. However, it is important to
acknowledge the possibility for further volatility, given geopolitics and trade protectionism.
Overall, LPLResearch'soutlook remains positive for the remainder of 2018, ascontinued
economic and earnings growth may help offset trade tensions.

If you have any questions, I encourage you to contact me at (413) 749-1188.

SeanT. LeBlanc
Vice President

The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific
advice or recommendations for any individual security. To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for
you, consult your financial advisor prior to investing. All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee
of future results. Indexes are unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly.

This information is not intended to be a substitute for specific individualized tax or legal advice. We suggest that
you discussyour specific situation with a qualified tax or legal advisor.

Economic forecasts set forth may not develop as predicted.

The S&P 500 Index is a capitalization-weighted index of 500 stocks designed to measure performance of the broad
domestic economy through changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks representing all major industries.

Investing involves risks including possible lossof principal. No investment strategy or risk management technique
can guarantee return or eliminate risk in all market environments.

This research material has been prepared by LPL Financial LLC.
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